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Another Brick in Space is a good old arcanoid in space! You are to protect the Earth from intergalactic menace. Aliens from
outer space flying closer and closer to our planet, and you have to stop their invasion before they get here. Control a space ship

and destroy all the bricks, or the aliens will conquer our world!

CLASSIC GAMEPLAY

Well-known rules and a new space design;

Dozens of levels;

Various brick types, from classic to uncommon ones;

Power ups and penalties to make the gameplay even more fast-paced.
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Developer:
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Publisher:
Dreambakers
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2018
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Decent game, pretty easy. Unfortunately 2 of the achievements are broken. The dev has known about the issue for at least 3
months and hasn't corrected the problem, but has released 5 more games in the meantime. I plan to avoid games from this dev in
the future.

Still nothing more than 6 months later, and just over a year since the problem was first mentioned and a fix promised. Useless
dev.. Decent game, pretty easy. Unfortunately 2 of the achievements are broken. The dev has known about the issue for at least
3 months and hasn't corrected the problem, but has released 5 more games in the meantime. I plan to avoid games from this dev
in the future.

Still nothing more than 6 months later, and just over a year since the problem was first mentioned and a fix promised. Useless
dev.. A good Breakout clone but unfortunately very short.
I finished the game under an hour. Hopefully there will be more levels in the future.
[Edit:] 30 new levels had been added with the latest patch.. A good Breakout clone but unfortunately very short.
I finished the game under an hour. Hopefully there will be more levels in the future.
[Edit:] 30 new levels had been added with the latest patch.
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